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Resumat

Eventrații parastomale – studiu clinic asupra strategiilor terapeutice

Eventrații parastomale sunt defecte parietale adiacente locurilor de stomie: ileostomie și colostomie. Incidența este variabilă, acestea fiind în general subestimate.


Rezultate: Evenimentele parastomale au fost asimptomatice, doar șase cazuri au necesitat tratament chirurgical în urgență. Am utilizat procedeele anatomic în 16 de cazuri (4 cazuri cu evenimente parastomale recidivate, repoziționarea stomiei într-un caz), repararea cu plasă în 15 cazuri (un caz cu evenimente parastomale recidivată, repoziționarea stomiei în 5 cazuri). Ca morbidități postoperatorii am înregistrat 4 plângi infectate (un caz după reparație cu plasă care a necesitat reintervenție cu ablația acesteia) și necroza colostomei într-un caz de evenimente parastomale strângulate cu evoluție postoperatorie gravă și deces. Recidiva după procedeele anatomic a fost observată în 6 cazuri, după reparație cu plasă într-un singur caz, și nicio recidivă după repoziționarea stomiei. Pacienții la care am utilizat profilaxia cu plasă de polipropilen, în momentul efectuării colostomiei pentru a reduce riscul evenimentelor parastomale au fost urmați în medie 20 de luni (între 12 și 28 de luni), prin examen clinic și ecografic la fiecare 3 luni. În lotul pacienților cu colostomie simplă fără plasă am înregistrat 6 recidive (27.2%) și niciună în lotul cu plasă. Nu a fost nicio complicație postoperatorie la pacienții din grupul cu plasă profilactică.

Concluzii: Evenimentele parastomale sunt afecțiuni relativ rare raportate la numărul de evenimente postoperatorii. Creșterea incidenței este legată de creșterea speranței de viață a bolnavilor colostomizați, cu cancer rectal. Utilizarea profilactică a plasei în momentul efectuării colostomiei este o procedură sigură și care reduce riscul apariției evenimentelor parastomale.
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Abstract

Parastomal hernias are parietal defects adjacent to the stoma site, after ileostomy and colostomy. Their incidence is variable and they are generally underestimated.
Methods: Between 2001 and 2010 at the First Surgical Clinic, Iasi, we treated 861 incisional hernias, of which there were 31 parastomal hernias in 26 patients (3%), 5 of which were recurrent parastomal hernias. Parastomal hernias have been explored clinically, through imaging and intraoperatively. Because our experience and literature review have demonstrated that a mesh repair is a safe procedure in the treatment of parastomal hernia, in 2010 we initiated a prospective randomized trial on the use of prophylactic polypropylene mesh at the time of stoma formation to reduce the risk of parastomal hernia. We enrolled in the study 20 patients with mesh implanted at the primary operation and 22 patients without mesh. The inclusion criteria were: patients with low rectal cancer, stage II-III, irradiated, obese, with a history of hernias, patients who do physical work.

Results: Most parastomal hernias were asymptomatic; only six cases with parastomal hernias required emergency surgical treatment. We performed local tissue repair in 16 cases (4 cases with recurrent parastomal hernia, stoma relocation in one case), sublay mesh repair in 15 cases (one case with recurrent parastomal hernia; stoma relocation in 5 cases). Postoperative morbidity registered included 4 wound infections (one case after mesh repair which required surgical reinsertion) and stoma necrosis in one case with strangulation parastomal hernia with severe postoperative evolution and death. After local tissue repair recurrences were seen in 6 cases, after mesh repair we registered recurrence only in one case and no relapse after the relocation of the stoma. The patients with prophylactic mesh at the time of stoma formation to reduce the risk of parastomal hernia were followed for a median of 20 months (range 12 to 28 months) by clinical examination and ultrasound exam every 3 months. We registered 6 recurrences (27.2%), all in the no mesh cohort. We have not seen any morbidity in patients from the mesh group.

Conclusions: Parastomal hernia is a relatively rare disease compared to the number of incisional hernias. With increasing life expectancy stands we noted increased incidence of parastomal hernia as well. Prophylactic use of mesh during the primary operation is a safe procedure and reduces the risk of parastomal hernia.
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Introduction

Parastomal hernias are parietal defects adjacent to the stoma site, after ileostomy and colostomy. Although they are rarely encountered they determine special therapeutic problems. The incidence is variable, they are generally underestimated and are probably at 30-50%, with one-third requiring operative correction (1). The increase in incidence is related to the increase in life expectancy of patients with colorectal cancer. The main etiologies are given technical errors, stoma outside the sheath of the rectus abdominis muscle and patient's predisposing factors (obesity, wound infections, malnutrition, old age, pulmonary diseases, immune status, cancer recurrence) (2).

The most important problem is a high recurrence of parastomal hernia after suture repair or relocation of the stoma, mesh repair by open or laparoscopic approach resulting in much lower recurrence rates. Because yet many more studies are needed to determine which method of repair is better, long-term follow-up of the various techniques offers incomplete data (1).

Surgeons are faced with the problems determined by parastomal hernias when they require surgery. Our study tries to reveal the clinical importance of this matter and may reflect the reality faced by patients.

Methods

At the First Surgical Department of “St. Spiridon” Hospital, between 2001 and 2010, 861 incisional hernias were treated, of which 31 parastomal hernias in 26 patients (3%), 5 of which were recurrent parastomal hernia.

As our experience demonstrated that a mesh repair is a safe procedure in the treatment of parastomal hernia, between March 2010 – December 2011 we initiated a prospective randomized trial on prophylactic use of mesh at the time of stoma formation to reduce the risk of parastomal hernia. We enrolled 20 patients with mesh implanted at the primary operation in the study and compared them to 22 patients with conventional stoma formation. The inclusion criteria were: patients with low rectal cancer, stage II-III, irradiated, obese, with a history of hernias, patients who do physical work. We used polypropylene mesh. Patients were examined after 3 months, 6 months, 12 months and 2 years. Any protrusion in the vicinity of the stoma was considered a parastomal hernia. The complications, reoperation, and parastomal hernia repair were recorded. The study was approved by the hospital’s Ethics Committee.

Operative procedures

We have performed sublay polypropylene mesh placement surgical techniques. A circular skin incision is made and the skin and subcutaneous tissue excised. An incision is made in the anterior rectus sheath, then the rectus muscle is split and the posterior sheath along with the peritoneum are incised. So, a space is created between the peritoneum and the rectus muscle. We customized the mesh by creating a central mesh hole with the diameter 5 mm larger than the colonic diameter (Fig. 1). The polypropylene mesh was fixed to the peritoneum and the serosa of the colon was not fixed to the mesh (Fig. 2), with the margins exceeding the parietal defect by 4-5 cm (Fig. 3). Then, the external rectus fascia was closed so that the mesh did not come in contact with the colic loop and the stoma was finally matured with seromucocutaneous sutures points (Fig. 4). By placing a prosthetic mesh during the primary operation, the operative time will be prolonged by...
approximately 15 min. Also, by opening the bowel during the last stage of the operation, the contamination of the mesh with intestinal contents was kept to a minimum.

Results

The patients with parastomal hernia had the following distribution by gender: male/female = 11/15. The mean age of the patients was 66.72 years (44-84 years).

Clinical examination, intraoperative exploration and CT exam revealed the following subtypes of parastomal hernia: interstitial (sac within layers of the abdominal wall) - 9 cases; subcutaneous (hernia sac in the subcutaneous plane) - 11 cases; intrastomal (sac penetrates into stomy) - 5 cases; peristomal (sac is within prolapsing stoma) – 6 cases. In one case only, the parastomal hernia occurred after loop colostomy, the rest developed after end colostomy.

The size of the hernia sac was: under 5 cm – 2 cases; between 5 and 10 cm – 12 cases; between 10 and 15 cm – 14 cases; more than 15 cm – 3 cases.

Concerning the condition for which the stoma was performed, rectal cancer predominated (22 cases), followed by anal cancer (2 cases). In 2 cases we performed a Hartmann operation: for an occlusive rectosigmoid cancer in one case and for perforated colic diverticulitis in another case. Cancers were predominantly diagnosed as stage III by TNM classification based on the AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, 7th edition: IIIA – 7 cases, IIIB – 6 cases, IIIC – 2 cases; 6 cases were classified as stage II, 3 cases as stage I and one case as IVA stage.

The time interval between primary intervention and parastomal hernia occurrence ranged from 7-96 months, with an average of 66.8 months (5.5 years). The mean recurrence interval of parastomal hernia was 22 months (ranged 4 – 56 months).

Most parastomal hernias were asymptomatic; only six cases with parastomal hernias required emergency surgical treatment for obstruction (3 cases) or strangulation (3 cases). Most patients had local pain and deformation of the abdomen and difficulty changing the colostomy bag. Two patients had associated median incisional hernia. The predisposing factors for occurrence of parastomal hernia were: obesity – 13 cases; respiratory and/or cardiovascular disease – 16 cases; multiple operations on the abdomen – 15 cases; medical history of hernias and/or incisional hernias – 14 cases.

We performed: local tissue repair in 16 cases (4 cases with recurrent parastomal hernia; stoma relocation in one case); sublay mesh repair in 15 cases (one case with recurrent parastomal hernia; stoma relocation in 5 cases). The associated operations performed were: viscerolysis, colic resection.
developed a parietal suppuration and no relapse after the mesh repair we registered recurrence only in one case, which tissue repair recurrences were seen in 6 cases, while after with severe postoperative evolution and death. After local necrosis in one case, with strangulation parastomal hernia repair which required surgical reintervention) and stoma morbidity included 4 wound infections (one case after mesh (5 cases), small bowel resection (2 cases). Postoperative morbidity included 4 wound infections (one case after mesh repair which required surgical reintervention) and stoma necrosis in one case, with strangulation parastomal hernia with severe postoperative evolution and death. After local tissue repair recurrences were seen in 6 cases, while after mesh repair we registered recurrence only in one case, which developed a parietal suppuration and no relapse after the relocation of the stoma (Fig. 5).

As our experience demonstrated that a mesh repair is a safe procedure in the treatment of parastomal hernia, in 2010 we initiated a prospective randomized trial on the use of a prophylactic mesh at the time of stoma formation to reduce the risk of parastomal hernia. Also, we performed a literature review and found a lack of studies on this technique and no citations in Romanian literature.

We selected patients with low rectal cancer after irradiation, staged II-III, obese, patients who perform great physical effort, with hernias in their past medical history. The operative time for prophylactic mesh placement did not significantly increase the operating time, ranging 13-20 min (the mean time = 15 min).

On the first postoperative day and until the patient was discharged, the stoma was evaluated on regular daily rounds by an experienced stoma nurse and a surgeon.

The patients were followed for a median of 20 months (range 12 to 28 months) by clinical examination and ultrasound exam every 3 months. We evaluated, by digital examination of the stoma inclusively, clinical signs of parastomal hernia, visceral reaction, signs of infection, signs of fistula formation, foreign-body reaction, signs of stricture formation.

All operations were elective and all patients with prophylactic use of mesh at the time of stoma formation (lot I) were operated on for rectal cancer: abdominoperineal excision for all cases. The operations were performed by two surgeons. The same surgeons performed conventional stoma formation (lot II) for rectosigmoid neoplasia: 10 abdominoperineal excisions, 12 Hartmann procedures for low anterior rectal resections.

Seven patients had preoperative chemo-radiotherapy and all patients had postoperative chemotherapy.

Four patients in lot I and five patients in lot II had a seroma in their midline incision and were treated by local drainage without the need for further surgery or antibiotic therapy. Two patients in lot II had wound infection. Three patients in lot I and two patients in lot II had pneumonia and two patients in lot I and four patients in lot II had a urinary tract infection and were treated with systemic antibiotics. Two patients in both lots had diabetes.

Over the long-term follow-up we registered 6 recurrences, all in the no mesh cohort. The patients had both clinical and objective signs of parastomal hernia for a median of 9 months (range 4 to 16 months). Two patients presented a problem with applying the stoma bag, the major complaint being esthetical and four patients required reoperation with the relocation of the stoma and mesh repair. We have not seen any morbidity (bowel strictures, inflammatory reaction, signs of foreign body reaction, infection, or fistula formation in the vicinity of the stoma) in patients from the mesh group.

**Discussion**

A parastomal hernia is defined as an incisional hernia at the site of a stoma with symptoms and complications similar to a ventral hernia, but specific symptoms can also occur: difficulty maintaining the stoma bag, difficulty with irrigation or emptying of the stomas (3).

Devlin (4) described four types of parastomal hernia: Interstitial – a bowel loop herniates next to the stoma and penetrates between the intermuscular planes. Subcutaneous (most common type) - the herniation of the bowel loop occurs alongside the stoma and reaches into the subcutaneous tissue. Intrastomal (it usually occurs after ileostomy) - the herniation of the bowel occurs alongside the bowel for the stoma and enters the plane between the emerging and the everted part of the bowel. Peristomal - The stoma is prolapsed and loops of bowel and/or omentum enter the hernia space produced between the layers of the prolapsed bowel.

Clinical parastomal hernias are asymptomatic, symptomatic or complicated by subocclusion, occlusion, irreducibility. Physical examination specified diagnosis. Because they do not cause functional disorders, some parastomal hernias are well supported and abdominal deformity is accepted by patients for fear of reinterventions (5).

Increasing the volume of parastomal hernias, however, is inevitable, surgical repair becoming more difficult as its volume is greater. The creation of an abdominal stoma should not be regarded as a minor surgical procedure. Its risks must be assessed, especially of general and local reintervention in elderly patients, obese, vascular and / or other major diseases (6).

Indications for surgical treatment are absolute only in the presence of complications - obstruction, strangulation, the rest need an accurate assessment of risk. The main techniques used are fascial repair, stoma relocation and prosthetic mesh repair by laparotomy or laparoscopic intra-peritoneal mesh repair. Fascial repair and stoma relocation have a high
rate of complications (24-88%) and a high rate of recurrence (46-100%) (7,8). Mesh repair is considered to be a safe procedure with low risk of mesh infections. Prosthetic mesh repair has a recurrence rate of up to 28% (9,10).

The advantage of intra-peritoneal mesh placement by laparoscopic approach is that it is a sterile procedure with a probable lower risk of infection. Laparoscopic correction with expanding polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) has a promising recurrence rate of 2-8%, but still presents a high rate of complications, of 30%: risk of iatrogenic bowel damage, bowel erosion, ileus by adhesion formation, colic stenosis or stoma stenosis (11-14).

In recent years there has been a decrease in peristomal complications by prophylactic mesh placement (15-17). Placement of a polypropylene mesh during the primary operation has been described by Rosin JD in 1977 (18).

Mesh placement during the primary stoma formation has been described by Helgstrand: onlay mesh procedure (it is positioned on the external rectus fascia) and sublay mesh procedure (it is positioned in different ways, either inside the abdomen, pre-peritoneal, or between the rectus muscle and the posterior rectus sheath) (19).

The placement of a prophylactic mesh during the primary operation is a safe procedure, postoperative morbidity levels were similar whether the mesh was placed or not, and reduces the incidence of parastomal hernia (20,21).

Although there no data related with antibiotic prophylaxis, but this is necessary to prevent postoperative wound infection and polypropylene mesh (22).

If polypropylene mesh is not isolated from the digestive wall, it can migrate into the lumen as in the case of diaphragmatic hernia repair with mesh (23).

Mylonakis E, et al (24) identified factors which predispose to increased parastomal hernia formation and that may be the indication of prophylaxis with mesh: elderly patients (age > 60 years), prostatic hypertrophy, cardiorespiratory disease, constipation or ascites, obesity, history of hernias. Despite limited evidence, Hotouras A et al recommended prophylactic mesh with mesh in all cases with permanent colostomy (25).

From our modest experience we can set up a permanent colostomy risk scale, leading to prophylactic mesh placement: elderly patients, obesity, co-morbidities that increase intra-abdominal pressure, life expectancy over two years, irradiated colorectal cancer and adjuvant chemotherapy, coexistence of abdominal hernias and incisional hernias. The existence of more than two risk factors requires prophylaxis with mesh.

Nevertheless, the surgical accuracy of stoma creation is the key factor to prevent a parastomal hernia. Alternatively, an extraperitoneal tunneling of the bowel may be considered (26).

Conclusions

Parastomal hernia is a relatively rare disease compared to the number of incisional hernias. With increased life expectancy stands we noted increased incidence of parastomal hernia as well. Prophylactic use of mesh during the primary operation is a safe procedure and reduces the risk of parastomal hernia.
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